Immigration
Automate Immigration Workflow
PinPoint Immigration streamlines immigration processes
and provides businesses with a simple way to initiate,
track, and administer cases. The app automates
workflow for both large organizations that process
thousands of applications a year, as well as small
accountancies and law firms that perform immigration
applications on behalf of clients.

How does it work?
PinPoint Immigration is a flexible solution that makes it
easy to create and submit immigration cases online.
•

Forms are customized to align with the business, and
ask smart questions based on application type.

•

Automatic notifications are sent to individuals to
provide information through a simple and secure portal.

•

Tracking tools estimate filing dates and provide realtime visibility over every case.

•

Applications are instantly generated in to Word or
PDF forms.

Why do I need it?
Manual immigration processes mean that cases
can easily become stuck, requests overlooked, or
updates hard to obtain. Automation keeps your
processes flowing, reducing time between tasks and
avoiding forgotten or missed responsibilities. Time
saving features like automated emails, reminders
and document merges reduce errors and time it
takes to process your applications - all while keeping
employee and manager data safe and secure.

End-to-End
Immigration Case
Management
Strong User Experience

Online Initiations

An intuitive and clear view for all users, from an
individual completing their questionnaire to a
manager reviewing their tasks.

A professional and efficient way to initiate cases
with dynamic questions, and upload documents
and submit information as required.

Real-Time Visibility

Reporting and Analytics

Track tasks, see what’s next, identify bottlenecks
and view the estimated filing date of every case.

Real-time dashboards highlight performance
stats, monitor the progress of applications, and
flag cases that require immediate attention.

Simple and Flexible
Automate emails, questionnaires and reminders
with flexible flows and configuration options to
fit the app to your business.

Centralized Management
All cases, documents and details are in one
place, to better manage statuses, flag renewals
and extensions and only request data once.

Document Sharing
Easily request documents and securely share
completed applications, letters and immigration
documents from users online.

Tasks and Reminders
Assign tasks to colleagues, employees or
clients to ensure ownership is always clear and
deadlines are never missed.

Smart Questionnaires
Easily send requests for data and integrate
responses into workflows, such as generating
the next task based on questionnaire replies.
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